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Help toddlers discover what their favorite color is and what colors are in the exciting world around

them in this tabbed picture book that leads children to 13 fun activity spreads.Filled with clear

photography and simple text, Tabbed Board Books: My First Colors covers the colors of the

rainbow, what color teddy bears are, what color rubber ducks are, and more. Look around the

kitchen and name the colors of milk, carrots, and bananas.Perfect for learning all the colors and

durable enough for toddlers to handle, Tabbed Board Books: My First Colors promotes early

reading, listening, and writing skills.The toddler-tough tabbed pages of the books in this series are

filled with little ones' favorite topics waiting to be discovered. Thirteen inviting picture tabs lead

children to fun-filled, activity-themed spreads, and each page offers a wealth of speaking and

listening opportunities that promote early reading and writing skills.
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We first bought the "My First Words: Let's Get Talking" book by DK publishing. It was the only book

our toddler liked. So at about 20 months when language development was really taking off, we also

purchased "My First Busy Home", "My First Animals", "My First Colors" and "My First Farm". All of

them are great. I will repeat what another reviewer said, some of the photographs are reused in the

books, but not so that you feel like its the same book. The pages are bright, colorful and filled with

photographs of real things, not illustrations (that was important to us)! Our toddler's favorites are the



Animals and Farm book, followed closely by the Words and Busy Home book. Colors is currently at

the bottom of the list.If your toddler is as rough on board books as ours is, I'd recommend

reinforcing the spine with packing tape. That's not a fault of these books, just well-used board books

in general!I also read someone complain about the Farm book having milk and cheese on the goat

and cow pages, but no bacon on the pig page. To clarify, NONE of the animal pages show meat

products of farming. There's wool for the sheep page; eggs from chickens and geese; milk and

cheese from goats; and milk, cheese and butter from cows. There aren't any lamb chops or steaks

shown, so it's consistent- only non-meat products of animal husbandry are shown. I personally don't

have a problem with it.

This is my favorite "my first" book. The pictures are vibrant and interesting to my toddlers. I like how

it's organized and each color is prominent & obvious in its depiction, unlike some other books that

can be confusing to little ones.

This is a great book using bright colors. The tabbed board is perfect for my young students with

some physical limitations. It really holds their interest.

Great book. Lots of colors and things for my kid to look at and learn from. Well made board book.

It's a good size book, not a flimsy small book like some others I've received. Highly recommend!

Love this book so much! Some of the objects are a bit much for a young child to know what they

are, but we made due.

The only color book we have for our kids is one of those tiny 1.5 x 1.5 ones. I had seen the number

version of this book before, and while I wasn't interested in purchasing that one, I was interested in

both colors & "first words". I love these books! I love the tabs, so if your child is interested in a

specific page you can quick-flip there. My husband uses the tabs to turn the pages, says it's easier

than normal books that way. It's a really nice size. I like all the different objects pictured, that they're

labeled (some objects in our other colors book are hard to identify tbh). I love love love love love

colors! And this book :)

Lots of great pictures, including some items that go beyond the standard stuff you see over and

over again in similar picture books. My son loves it!



This is a great book for toddlers. My daughter received it for Christmas when she was 17 months. It

quickly became one of her favorite books. Each color page is filled with a ton of objects which

helped her learn a ton of extra words while learning her colors. We read it so much that she has the

items memorized and will say she wants to find the fork and go through the pages to find the item

(which is easy for her to do since each page is tabbed). The last page in the book is kind of an I spy

page and she loves that page too. I really cannot say enough good things about this book!
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